
 

You’re a high-powered woman
with a blackbelt in corporate
success.
You’ve risen through the ranks in your
field. You lead a function, a territory.
You’re at the peak of your career. 
 
Everything you worked for, you got it.
Now, what else? 
 
Is there more to life than corporate
success?

"You don’t have to be an
entrepreneur to own 
a business."

There’s a way to get involved in the
entrepreneurial world without becoming an
entrepreneur.
 
What if, instead of going through the time-
consuming process of starting a new
business, you champion entrepreneurs?
 

Imagine walking into your office with 
5 or 6 startups in your portfolio and
potentially gaining 3x, 10x as well as
witnessing the growth of these
entrepreneurs and their startups. 
 
Imagine learning beyond your desk and
industry, being in the know about the
latest technology — all because you
offered your experience, expertise, and
network that you’ve built over the years.
 
That’s what angel investing does : 
You empower the next generation 
of impact, without giving up the
stability in your profession.
 An angel investor is someone who provides

funding to a startup, often in exchange for
equity in the company. It’s different from
investing in stocks, real estates, bonds, and
other financial instruments. Angel investing
can take as little as S$10,000 to start. The
strategy is to invest small quantum in a few
startups than one lump sum in a single startup.

How 
angel investing 

empowers 
corporate women

 
 

she1K.com/JOIN



 

"On my own, I'm very limited in what I can
do. But when we pool our resources, there's

so much more possibilities that open up.
she1K gives us the opportunity to be

involved more than just a regular investor.
With the combined resources, it will be a

very compelling and powerful impact that
we can create."

More than mentors,
corporate women
offer industry and

market insights
unparalleled by
other investors.

A trusted network of corporate
women who share your values.

CHAMPION

BOARD
The right woman
executive
strengthens the
board of startups
with diversity and
vast network.

FUND
By pooling

together we can
start comfortably

and leverage each
other's expertise

and network..

Be involved as actively
or passively as you
want.

You don’t need to be a millionaire to
begin angel investing. You certainly
don’t have to wait till you retire. 
What may help?

Be part of a trusted network of
corporate women who share same
values.

Your role extends beyond financing
and mentoring —  you open doors to
business opportunities and coach
founders in building sustainable
businesses, along with other
members and our extended network.
 
Angel investing is a scary alien
landscape when you’re new to it. 
It’s hard to wrap your head around
the how-tos without feeling
overwhelmed. With she1K, it's easier.
And YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
 
We provide structure and advice to
make angel investing and business
advisory as hassle-free as possible.
she1K facilitates from search to 
due diligence with no upfront fees. 
We nly charge a 10% carry upon exit.

World's 1st global
corporate women
executive collective

she1K offers you a community of
support and knowledge sharing
through an extended network of
subject matter experts. There’s no
such thing as an embarrassing
question. This is a safe space for all
kinds of questions and we want to
have them answered.
 
 "On my own, I'm very limited in what
I can do. But when we pool our
resources, there's so much more
possibilities that open up. she1K
gives us the opportunity to be
involved more than just a regular
investor. With the combined
resources, it will be a very
compelling and powerful impact
that we can create."

Genevieve Chua
Managing Director
Spicers Asia
she1K Executive Member

Syndicate investments.
Sign agreement and 

fund transfer

Startups pitch to 
members 
via ZOOM

2 HOURS 
Deep Dive with 

shortlisted startups
 

Due Diligence.
Evaluation report.

 
 



Where
corporate

women
executives

 meet
startups

Participate in our flagship
WomenChangemakers, private
networking events, workshops and 
C-shark Tank.
 
Access exclusive content such as
interviews with angel investors and
successful executives through a
plus.she1K account
 
…..    and much more

she1K membership is by invitation. 
Contribute US$1K for a year or US$2K for 

4 years. There is no 
direct return for this contribution.

Only subsequent angel investment in
the startup of your choice generates

potential yield.
 

 
she1K’s membership comprises of
Professional, Executive and Angels.
 
Professional: 
15 years of corporate experience, mostly in
multinationals with a consistent industry
focus, preferably as functional or regional
head.
 
Executive: 
20 years of corporate experience at C-suite,
mostly in multinationals with a track 
record in country P/L or regional
functional leadership roles. 
 
Angel Investors:
Both male and female, corporate or
otherwise, angel investors may join to
syndicate direct investments.
 
We welcome CORPORATE PATRIONS too, Sign up at she1K.com/JOIN

As a member, you'll get to

Contribute to a collective pool that
funds early-stage startups
 
Connect with accomplished corporate
women and men of diverse
backgrounds globally
 
Sit on boards of startups (not limited
to those we invest in) - we only place
exec members.
 
Learn about angel investing through
experienced angel investors and peer
learning at deep dive sessions.
 
Access early stage deal flows and
syndicate with other members and/or 
angel investors and/or funds.
 
Validate and engage startups. Coach
our portfolio companies.
 
Connect with the larger startup
ecosystems including VCs
 

she1K.com


